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FOREWORD 

Rwanda Transport Development Agency (RTDA) was created by the Law 
N°02/2010 of 20/01/2010 and law n°29/2014 of 14/08/2014 modifying and 
complementing its mission, structure and functioning and law n°02/2010. The 
Agency was established to manage and monitor all activities in the transport 
sector(excluding air transport), to gain modern infrastructure, cost effective and 
quality services, while ensuring sustainable economic growth and developing 
eco-friendly, safe and seamless integrated multimodal transport system for 
passenger and goods both at national and regional level.

RTDA shall ensure compliance with environmental regulations for every 
construction and rehabilitation works for roads, railways, cable cars and waterways 
infrastructure. Sustainability of Transport infrastructure and compliance with 
Environmental and Social requirements with adequate instruments. To achieve 
the environmental Sustainability, RTDA works with its national and international 
partners and complies with national environmental policies and regulations 
as international environmental and Social Requirements developed by its 
development partners.

These Procedures for Environmental and Social Management for transport 
infrastructures are step forward in ensuring that transport infrastructure are 
constructed and operated in sustainable ways and in compliance with both 
national and international requirements and Standards. RTDA believes that 
these procedures manual provides its staffs, contractors and other stakeholders 
in transport infrastructure with an integrated tools to be used in assessing and 
managing environmental and social Impacts in Transport projects.

An abridged version of this procedures manual was prepared and both abridged 
and full procedures manual should be used together with other Environmental 
instruments regulations and standards developed at national level as well as inter-
national policies, standards and procedures. It is also meant to be used alongside 
various other policy and legislation documents relating to Transports. It should 
be used with flexibility, as a solid base of practical procedures for transport in-
frastructures development, operation and maintenance information to stimulate 
RTDA innovation. This manual is a living document and should be revisited and 
updated from time to time to reflect new environmental and social requirements, 
best practices and projects. 

Director General
Rwanda Transport Development Agency
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ABBREVIATIONS  

ADB  : African Development Bank
AIDS       
ARAP  : Abbreviated Resettlement Action Plan
BADEA  : Arab Bank for Economic Development in Africa
BESST Ltd : Bureau for Environmental and Social Studies Ltd
CAR  : Corrective Action Request
CESMP  : Contractor Environment and Social Management Plan
CTMP  
E&S  : Environment and Social
EDPRS II : Economic Development and Poverty Reduction Strategy
EAC  : East African Community
EIS  : Environmental Impact Statement
EMMP  : Environmental Management and Monitoring Plan
EMP              : Environmental Management Plan
EO              
EPC  : Engineering, Procurement and Construction
ESA  : Environmental and Social Audit
ESAP  : Environmental and Social Assessment Procedure
ESCP  : Environmental and Social Commitment Plan
ESF  : Environmental and Social Framework
ESHS  : Environment, Social, Health and Safety 
ESIA  : Environmental and Social Impact Assessment 
ESMF  : Environmental and Social Management Framework
ESMP  : Environmental and Social Management Plan
EU  : European Union 
GBV  : Gender-Based Violence
GoR  : Government of Rwanda
GPS  : Global Positioning System
GRC  : Grievance Redress Committee 
GRM  : Grievance Redress Mechanism 
HGVs   : Heavy Goods Vehicles
HIV  
HSE-MP : Health, Safety and Environment Management Plan
IRPV  : Institute of Real Property Valuers in Rwanda  
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ISS  : Integrated Safeguards System
IUCN  : International Union for Conservation of Nature
JICA  : Japan International Cooperation Agency 
LRP  : Livelihood Restoration Plan
MININFRA : Ministry of Infrastructure
MoE  : Ministry of Environment
NGO  : Non-Governmental Organization
OHS  : Occupational Health and Safety
PAP  : Project Affected person
PM  : Project Manager
PPE  : Personal Protective Equipment
PS  : Performance Standard 
RA  : Hazard or Risk Assessment
RAP  : Resettlement Action Plan
RAPEP  : Rwanda Association of Professional Environment    
    Practitioners
RDB  : Rwanda Development Board 
REMA  : Rwanda Environment Management Authority
RLMUA  : Rwanda Land Management and Use Authority
RPF  : Resettlement Policy Framework
RTDA  : Rwanda Transport Development Agency 
RWAF  : Rwanda Forestry Authority
RWB  : Rwanda Water Resource Board
SE  : Supervising Engineer
SEA  : Strategic Environmental Assessment
SEP                 : Stakeholder Engagement Plan
SH  : Self Harm
SIMP  : Social Impact Management Plan
SON  : Site Observation Notices 
SOPs  : Standard Operating Procedures 
SPIU  : Single Project Implementation Unit 
TMP
ToRs  : Terms of Reference
UNFCCC : United Nations Framework Convention on Climate Change
VAC  : Violence Against Children
WB  : World Bank
WSWB  : Willing Seller-Willing Buyer
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PART ONE: PROCEDURES MANUAL OVERVIEW

1.1  Background
In Rwanda, various transport projects have been developed and others are being 
undertaken or are in the pipelines to improve the quality of the road network, 
bridges and ports both in rural and urban areas for the sake of minimizing the cost 
of transportation, which has an additional effect to reduce fuel use and emissions. 
These projects are being implemented by Rwanda Transport Development agency 
with the support of different development partners of Rwanda, , World Bank (WB), 
African Development Bank (AfDB), Japan International Cooperation Agency (JICA) 
or Arab Bank for Economic Development in Africa (BADEA), CHINA EXIM Bank, 
Nordic Development Fund (NDF), Trade Mark East Africa(TMEA) etc.

The development of the transport infrastructures go hand in hand with the 
environmental and social protection. Indeed, if not carefully performed, projects 
developments may have tremendous impacts on the humans and environment. 
Transport projects involve heavy earth excavation and transport, burning of 
fossil fuels, noise and destruction of vegetation and trampling of the earth as 
well as health and safety risks. The Sustainability of transport infrastructure 
and compliance with Environmental and Social requirements requires adequate 
instruments.

In order to meet these international requirements and compliance with national 

comprehensive Environmental and Social Procedures Manual for infrastructure 
projects (road, railway, cable cars, ports, and major bridges). Therefore, this 

ensure Environment and social safeguards requirements are complied with 

and decommissioning. This procedures manual is developed in accordance 
with national policies and regulations, policies as well as development partner’s 
requirements.  
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1.2. Purpose, objective and of E&S procedures manual 

Purpose The purpose of this procedures manual is to guide RTDA when 
conducting Environmental and Social Assessment, environmental, 
Social studies, implementation, supervising, monitor, and reporting 
on environment and social instruments within all transport infra-
structure projects, which is compliant with national regulations and 
policies as well as major development partner’s requirements

Objectives The procedures manual’s main objective is to provide RTDA, 
contractors and its stakeholders with an integrated framework 
document that can be used in assessing and managing 
environmental and social safeguards in Transport project

- Procedures to avoid and/or minimize environmental and 
social adverse impacts associated with transport projects 
by selecting the preferable cost-effective option based on 
environmental, social and economic multi-criteria analy-
sis;

- Clear process and procedures that meets both national 
Environmental and Social Regulations as well as interna-
tional funding agencies;

- Opportunities to enhance stakeholder participation/en-
gagement in preparation and implementation of transport 
infrastructure projects;  

- Best practices for enhancing potential positive impacts, 
controlling or mitigating potential negative impacts and 
undertaking remedial actions;

- Guiding tools and standard operating procedures based 
on international best standards for road and other trans-
port projects in compliance with national environmental 
and social laws, policies and regulations for development 
partners;

- Mechanisms for monitoring transport infrastructure proj-
ects’ compliance throughout the project cycle.
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Scope of 
application 

- These procedures manual applies to all land and water 
transport infrastructures including roads, ports and cable 
transport.

- -
cation, project planning, design, construction, operation, 
maintenance and decommissioning phases.

- From legal and policy perspective, it the manual complies 
with national environmental and social policies, and reg-
ulations as well as  Standards , policies and procedures 
from various development partners including World Bank 
Environmental and Social Framework (ESF), JICA guide-
lines for Environmental and Social Considerations, AfDB 
Integrated Safeguards System (ISS), BADEA Environmen-
tal and Social Requirements, EU environmental and social 
requirements , China Exim Bank environmental require-
ments etc.). 

- The procedures manual is intended for different user 
groups, including Local Communities, Contractors, ESIA 
practitioners (Consultants), all the RTDA staff, Ministerial 
Sectors and District authorities and Donor Agencies.

- The procedures Manual is a living documents and will be 
updated time to time to accommodate changes in Envi-
ronmental social requirements and new mode of trans-
ports as appropriate.

Limitations - The procedures manual Covers only land and inland wa-
ter transport projects and does not cover air transports 
projects. 

-  The procedures manual does not cover strategic Envi-
ronmental Assessment and other instruments covered at 
policy level. 
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1.3. Guide to the procedures manual 
This procedures manual is made of full procedures manual documents and an 
abridged handbook. It is worth to note that, this procedures manual replaces 
existing policies, regulations or Standards. It serve as an implementation and 
guiding tools when complying with these regulations in transport projects. 

• The full procedures manual document

The full documents provides details on Environmental and social management in 
transport projects. is made of:

Part 
One

Part 
Two

Part 
Three

Part 
Four

Annexes

Appendi-
ces

• Provides overview on procedures manual including background, 
Purpose objectives, scope of application and limitations

• Provides transport project cycle and components, environmental 
and social requirements, projects screening, scoping and 
categorization in terms of Environmental and Social risks;

• Focuses on procedures and steps for Environmental and Social 
Assessment and management including impacts and risks 
assessment, mitigation measures, preparation, review and 
approval of safeguards instruments;

• Provides procedures for E&S budgeting, costing, monitoring and 
reporting and complaince audit.

• Provides  tools such as checklist, template and format 

• Provides  resource material that serves as sample plans, data 
collection tools and typical structures of various E&S instruments.

Abridged handbook:
 Summarized document provides summary of Environmental and social management 
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PART TWO: TRANSPORT PROJECTS AND E&S   
    REQUIREMENTS

PHASES

Planning

Construction

Maintenance

Project appraisal

Procuring Consultancy 
Services

Feasibility study & 
preliminary designs

Construction &  
Supervision

Road Maintenance

Defects & Liability period

Detailed design &                 
tender document

Procuring construction          
& Supervising Firms

Project brief

Screening

Scoping & TOR

Recruitment E&S 
Consultant

Project registration 
& TOR approval

Environmental & 
Social Study

Review & Approval           
of ESIA report

Implementation of 
mitigation measures

Enviromental &  
Social Monitoring

Compliance audit

Implementation of 
Corrective measures

Resettlement plan

Compensation & 
Resettlement

PROJECT ACTIVITY E&S STEPS

Figure 1: Typical Transport projects cycle and E&S requirements  
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2.1.  Environmental and Social Requirements for transport 
projects 

This table summarizes key environmental and social requirements as provided 
by national policy and regulations as well as international policies and standards.  

Table 2: Key regulations, requirements and relevance to transport infrastructures 

Regulations / Policies 
Standards Requirements

National Legal and regulatory framework

Environment and climate 
change policy (2019)

  lla  otni  stcepsa  latnemnorivne  setargetni ot skeeS
the  development policies, planning and in all activities 
carried out at the national, provincial and local level, with 
the full participation of the population, conservation, 

  dna  smetsysoce  fo  noitarotser  dna evreserp
maintenance of  ecological  and  systems functions

Transport Policy 2008 Aim at sustainable development that takes into 
account the transverse questions such as gender 
equality, environmental protection, job creation, 

sexually transmitted diseases. 
Road Maintenance 
Strategy

Ensure that infrastructures are safeguarded and 

allow all stakeholders to understand the investment 
decisions taken by MININFRA. Further, Environmental 
management is a key aspect of the Road Maintenance 
Strategy, as this is critical for cost-effective road 
maintenance and rehabilitation. 

Land policy (2019) With regard to transport infrastructures, the 
implications of this policy relate to resettlement and 
compensation; assessing the suitability of particular 
areas for transport infrastructure; and the influence of 
infrastructure development on the changing value and 
use of land.  

Health Sector Policy 
(2015)

Priority areas of intervention include strengthening 
the culture of conducting Occupational Safety and 
Health related risks assessment and come up 
with appropriate preventive measures, qualifying 
Occupational diseases, raising awareness on OSH 
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National Water Resources 
Management Policy 2011

The water policy aims at fair and sustainable access 
to water, improvement of the management of water 
resources, etc. through reforestation on hillsides and 
water catchments areas.

Sanitation policies (2016) Requires enhance storm water management in urban 
areas to mitigate impacts on properties, infrastructure, 
human health and the environment and implement 
integrated solid waste management

National Gender 
Policy(2010)

Requires to Undertake measure to ensure equal 
and effective participation of women and men in 
all environmental protection and natural resources 
programmes and ensure effective dissemination and 
enforcement of the land law. 

National Regulations
Rwandan 
Constitution(2003 and 
amended 2015) 

Articulate the rights and responsibilities of all citizens 
and the role of the state regarding the environment 
by providing that every citizen is entitled to a healthy 
and satisfying environment and that every person 
has the duty to protect, safeguard and promote the 
environment respectively. Further, stipulates that 
private ownership of land and other rights related to 
land are granted by the State. 

Law on Environment 
(2018)

Requires to prepare and implement environmental 
management instruments and get required permits 
before any construction

Land law in Rwanda 
(2013) 

Determines modalities of allocating, acquisition, 
transfer and management of land in Rwanda.

Ministerial order 
establishing the list 
of projects that must 
undergo an environment 
impact assessment 
(2019)

Specify the works, activities and projects that have 
to undertake an environmental impact assessment 
before being granted permission to commence

Law governing 
biodiversity in Rwanda 
(2013)

Requires all developers to comply with modalities for 
management and conservation of biological diversity 
within Rwanda and provide guidance on biodiversity 
planning and monitoring, management of ecosystems, 
endangered and invasive species, bioprospecting-

provisions
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Expropriation Law for 
Public interest (2015)

Any level, which intends to carry out acts of 
expropriation in the public interest, shall provide funds 
for inventory of assets of the person to be expropriated 
and for just compensation on its budget

Law establishing and 
organizing the Real 
Property Valuation 
Profession in Rwanda

The valuation of land and property incorporated 

Institute of Real Property Valuers in Rwanda

Law governing roads in 
Rwanda (2011)

Requires to undertake actions that preserve roads 
and environment including water drainage system, 
Embankment slope procedures, location of dumping 
site. Further it requires to comply with procedure of 
expropriation for road purposes.

Law on mining and quarry 
operations (2019) borrow pits to be exploited and conditions of approval 

should be complied with include preparation and 
implementation of rehabilitation plans. 

Law regulating labour in 
Rwanda (2018)

Requires to provide a conducive working environment 
for the employee and comply with labour and working 
standards including minimum age, prohibition of  child 
labour, Prohibition of forced labor, Prohibition of sexual 
harassment, Protection against discrimination at 
workplace,
Right to freedom of opinion and association, 
employment contracts etc.  

Ministerial Order 
determining conditions 
for occupational health 
and safety (2013)

Requires Every employer to ensure the health, safety 
and welfare at workplace for all persons working in his/
her workplace, installation of safety signs, control of air 

Personnel protective equipment etc.
Ministerial Order 
determining the list of 
water pollutants (2013) 

Provide the list of water pollutants and requires 
everyone to avoid any discharge of such pollutant in 
water bodies. 

International Environmental and Social management context
World Bank OP and 
Environmental and Social 
Framework (ESF)

Assessment and Management of Environmental and 
Social Risks and Impacts throughout the project life 
cycle in a systematic manner, proportionate to the 
nature and scale of the project and the potential risks 
and impacts;
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To consider ambient conditions and apply technically 

pollution prevention measures in accordance with the 
mitigation hierarchy
To evaluate the risks and impacts of the project on the 
health and safety of the affected communities during 
the project life cycle and propose mitigation measures 
in accordance with the mitigation hierarchy.
Develop and implement a resettlement plan that 
covers, at a minimum, the applicable requirements of 
this ESS5 regardless of the number of people affected. 
To avoid adverse impacts on biodiversity and habitats 
and when avoidance of adverse impacts is not 
possible, implement measures to minimize adverse 
impacts and restore biodiversity in accordance with 
the mitigation hierarchy provided in ESS1
To avoid impacts on cultural heritage and when 
avoidance of impacts is not possible, the identify and 
implement measures to address impacts on cultural 
heritage in accordance with the mitigation hierarchy.
To engage with stakeholders throughout the project 
life cycle, commencing such engagement as early as 
possible in the project development process and in a 
timeframe that enables meaningful consultations with 
stakeholders on project design

AfDB Integrated 
Safeguards System (2013.  

To identify and assess the potential environmental 
and social impacts of a proposed project, evaluate 
alternatives, and design appropriate mitigation/
enhancement, monitoring, consultative and 
institutional strengthening measures. 
To apply appropriate and relevant environmental and 
social assessment tools to mainstream environment 
and social consideration into country strategic papers 
(CSPs) and regional integration strategic papers 
(RISPs).
To conducting Environmental and Social assessment 
(Strategic Environmental Assessment or (SESA) 
or Environmental and Social Impact Assessment 
(ESIA) and an appropriate plan for managing possible 
impacts (ESMP).
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To design projects in minimizing the involuntary 
resettlement, set eligibility and entitlements, conduct 
Consultation, participation and broad community 
support and prepare Resettlement Action plan and 
Compensation procedures.

potential opportunities for,  risks to, and impacts on 
biological diversity and ecosystem services, including 
direct, indirect, cumulative and pre mitigation impacts

pollution-prevention techniques and implements them, 

feasibility and cost-effectiveness
Protect the rights of workers and provide for their basic 
needs.

JICA guidelines for 
environmental and social 
consideration (2010)

To incorporate the output of environmental and social 
considerations studies into project planning and 
decision-making processes. 

IFC1 guidelines for 
environmental, Health and 
safety2 

Apply the relevant levels or measures of the EHS 
Guidelines. When host country regulations differ 
from the levels and measures presented in the 
EHS Guidelines, projects will be required to achieve 
whichever is more stringent

2.2.  Projects screening, Scoping and E&S Categorisation 
• Project screening 

the project is environmentally feasible or not and if yes, which environmental 
analysis is required and safeguards instruments to be prepared for compliance 
with compliance with safeguards requirements of RTDA and funding agency.  

1  IFC has also 10 performance standards are mostly applied to private investment 
2 https://www.ifc.org/wps/wcm/connect/topics_ext_content/ifc_external_corporate_

site/  sustainability-at-ifc/policies-standards/ehs-guidelines
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The screening will be carried out by the Environmental and Social Safeguards Team of 
the RTDA as follow:

Project 

project Proposal 

Screening 
checklist and 

screening 

Screeing report 
and Project risk 
Categorisation 

Safeguards 
instruments 

This step involve 
the collection 
of preliminaly 
information on 
project including 
but not limited to:
-  project location,
-   project 

components,
-  sensitive areas,
-   land ownership 

and land tenure 
in project area,

-   project size etc

Screening 
checklist is based 

criteria  
established  by 
regulatory and 
funding agences

Once the checklist 
is ready E&S team 

form using the 
information from 
project brief

At stage the E&S 
team determine 
wether determine 
whether a full 
ESIA or partial 
ESIA (or ESMP) 
are needed or not. 
The decision shall 
be determined 
in reference to 
the agreement 
between RTDA 
and the funding 
agency or existing 
regulations.

-  Framework 
instruments 
(ESMF/RPF) 

-  
instruments 
(ESIA / ESMP, 
RAP/ A RAP, 
LRP, SEP / SEA, 
EA) or  

-  Contractor 
Environmental 
and Social 
Plans

1 2 3 4

Proposed Screening Categories for transport projects in Rwanda

Screening 
Category

Types of Road Project or Activities

Cat 1 or 
High risks 

Projects 
requiring full 
environmental 
analysis (EIA)1

- Construction of new roads, ports or 
railways  

- All road rehabilitation projects with new 
alignments;

- All road projects requiring relocation of 
people through acquisition of land for 
easement, for example the upgrading of 
urban sections of major roads 
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- All road construction and rehabilitation 
projects passing through environmentally 
sensitive areas such as:

- Wetlands
- Forests
- national parks/protected areas
- 
- areas prone to erosion (mountainous or 

steep terrain)
- areas of unique scenery
- 

archaeological interest
- areas of special cultural, traditional or 

religious value
- areas of importance to threatened ethnic 

groups

Cat. 2 or 
substantial 
risks

Projects 
requiring limited 
environmental 
analysis (EIR)

- Major rehabilitation/improvement projects 
for existing roads

- Projects involving pavement strengthening
- Projects involving upgrading from earth or 

gravel to bitumen standard

Cat 3 or 
Moderate 
risk

Projects for 
which mitigation 
measures are 

- Partial rehabilitation works, such as 
reconstruction of small sections of existing 
paved roads

- projects involving upgrading from earth to 
gravel

Cat or Low 
risk

Projects 
normally 
exempt from 
ESIAs

- Routine maintenance works such as 
pavement repairs, clearing of culverts and 
drains and roadside vegetation

- Periodic maintenance works such as 
grading and gravelling, sealing, surface 
dressing and road marking and furniture. 
No Environmental or social instrument 
required 
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Table 5: Summary of required E&S instruments for transport projects

Instruments Application Responsible Timing 

ESMF/RPF Are used to examine the 
risks and impacts when 
a project consists of a 
program and/or series 
of subprojects, and the 
risks and impacts cannot 
be determined until the 
program or subproject 

They set out the principles, 
rules, guidelines and 
procedures to assess the 
environmental and social 
risks and impacts when 

information is available. 

RTDA and its 
consultants

Before appraisal 

ESIA / ESMP, RAP/ 
A-RAP, LRP, SEP/
SEA, EA

and are prepared when 
detailed information is 
available  and project 
location is known

RTDA and its 
consultants

Before 
construction

C-ESMPs Are tools to manage 

environment and social 
impacts or risks. Key 
Contractor Environment and 
Social management Plans 
include but not limited to:
- Occupational health 

and Safety Plan,
- Emergency and re-

sponse Preparedness 
Plan;

- 
plan;

- Quarry and borrow pits 
rehabilitation plan;

- Labour Management 
Plan 

- Waste Management 
Plan 

- Training management 
Plan

Contractor and Mobilization 
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- Consultation and 
Stakeholders Plan;

- HIV/AIDS, GBV, SEA 
Management and out-
reach Plan;

- Bird Hazard Manage-
ment Plan( for Cable 
Cars projects) 

- Chance Finds Plan 
- Code of Conduct
- GRM procedures

2.3. Scoping and terms of references  
The purpose of Scoping is to : 

v identify important issues to be considered, including baseline and alter-
native,

v determine appropriate time and space boundaries of the EA, 

v establish the information necessary for decision making and;

v . 

The process for scoping is as follow:

• Planning the scoping 

Through a planning session, RTDA must start with the following: 

µ -

µ 

µ Compilation of background information to enable effective involvement 
by authorities and selected parties;

µ 
parties;

µ Preparation of background information document (including objectives 
and description of the activity, legal aspects and setting of the project, 
environmental opportunities and constraints, predicted environmental 
and social impacts, public involvement and timetable of the process) to 
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enable concerned parties to understand the nature of the proposed activ-
ity and identify key issues;

from each stakeholder;

Stakeholder engagement

with all groups and institutions concerned by the project to identify key issues. A 
range of techniques can be used to facilitate participation for all. These include 

telephone/emails and meetings with key individuals. The predicted impacts/ risks 

from both a technical and a subjective perspective, taking into account the needs, 
values and importance of the affected environment to stakeholders.

Terms of reference and Study team 

At this stage draft, ToRs are prepared and submitted together with the brief project 
for review and approval by RDB and funding agency.  RTDA will ensure that: (i) all 
issues to be addressed in the environmental and social assessment and in any 
special study to be undertaken is included in term of reference and, (ii) feedback 
from consulted stakeholders are incorporated and terms of reference and will 
be incorporated into the environmental assessment process. Sample terms of 
Reference for ESIA is presented in Appendix 6.

At this stage, E&S team will be able to determine the study team based key risks 
and issues to be assessed during Environmental and social study. The type of 
expertise needed in the ESIA team for roads project will vary with the location and 
magnitude of the project but should in any case include:

Team leader with extensive experience in environmental impact assess-
ment, environmental legislation and hands-on knowledge of biodiversity, 
land management and aquatic ecosystems;

Civil Engineer, preferably with specialization in roads or highways design, 

Hydrogeologists, hydrologists and soil scientists

Transport and/ or Development Economists particularly those special-
ized in investment analysis and/ or rural economy
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µ Sociologist or Social Anthropologist.

µ Ecologist 

• 

are allowed to register a project for Environment and Social clearance. The 
process is done online and RTD will include this task in terms of reference for the 

reference.

The selection of ESIA experts should be guided by the team’s overall experience 
and/ or reputation in ESIA or related assignments; the appropriateness of the team 
(including balance of professionals/ expertise, allocation of responsibilities), as 

It is worth to note that Terms of reference are cleared by both RDB and Funding 
agency. It is recommend that RTDA seeks clearance from funding agency and send 
cleared Tors to RDB for clearance.

2.4. Public consultation and Stakeholders engagement 

The main purpose of consultation and stakeholder engagement is to provide 
credible information about project impacts and options, take into account the 
views of various parties involved and develop positive outcomes from the E&S 
process. To achieve this, consultation needs to be at the heart of the resettlement/
livelihood restoration plans. The stakeholder engagement is a valuable tool for:

µ Providing information on a project and its impacts, which can assist in 
building trust and limiting the effect of misinformation and rumours;

µ Hearing directly from affected and host communities about their percep-
tions of impacts and possible mitigation measures;

µ Managing unrealistic expectations;

µ Managing intra/inter-community issues such as rumours, speculation, 
suspicion, conflicts and jealousy;

µ Ensuring people know their rights and entitlements and how to submit 
grievances/complaints.
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Key steps in consultation and stakeholder’s engagement are: 

Stakeholder Consultation planning Consultation and 
participation

- Government agencies at 
national, regional, district 
and village level involved 
in coordination and 
planning 

- Research institutes, 
universities, colleges, 
professional association 

- Regulatory agencies 
at national, Relevant 
ministries/departments 
at national and district 
levels involved in 
implementation  

- Development assistance 
agencies, 

- Community and religious 
leaders, community 
service groups, 
community 

- Professional bodies

• identify initial barriers 
to public involvement;

•  measures to eliminate 
those barriers;

• Establishment of 
Consultation schedules

• Consultation material
• Logistics 

Result of planning at this 
stage is Stakeholders 
Engagement Plan 

Engagement dimension 
include: 
• Presentations and 

meetings
• Community liaison 

committee;
• Project employment and 

• Newsletters, mail 
drops and newspaper 
advertisements

• Site tours,
• Website, E-mail and 

phone call

for either feasibility, design or environmental and social instruments is tasked 

comprehensive analysis and the design of an inclusive engagement process.
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ü Engagement dimensions

Community 
liaison 
committee

- disseminate and discuss information about Project activities;
- provide community review of environmental monitoring and 

performance of the Project;
- provide a forum for exchange of information and discussion 

regarding issues they arise, and for developing effective means 
for addressing such issues; and

- Generate community development ideas for consideration 

Project 
employment 
and information 

- 

- 
questions, and collect any comments or questions from members 
of the public.

- 
employment, procurement and contracting opportunities

Newsletters, 
mail drops and 
newspaper 
advertisements

- Newsletters are distributed as information on the Project 
becomes available and when there is Project- related news to 
distribute.

- Periodic newsletters, mail drops and newspaper advertisements 
will be used to announce key events, milestones and community 
engagement activities and programs.

Site tours and 
open houses

- During Construction and Operation of the Project, contractors will 
provide guided tours (pre-arranged) and conduct open houses at 
key milestones to keep the public informed about the Project

Presentations 
and meetings

- RTDA together with Contractors will time to time held meetings 
and present  Project and updates to a number of individuals, 
stakeholder groups, individuals representing stakeholder 

-  As appropriate, RTDA and contractors will meet with, and make 
presentations to, individuals, stakeholder and communities on 

Website, E-mail 
and phone call

- RTDA will use its website as a means to inform the public about 
important regulatory, permitting or other milestones, events and 
key environmental and social activities.

- Further, the company email and phone will be communicated to 
stakeholders during project launching and initial consultation to 
allow stakeholders express their views, concerns and request 
information

.
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PART THREE: E&S IMPACTS ASSESSMENT AND    
   MANAGEMENT PROCEDURES

3.1. Environment and Social Assessment process 

The environmental and social assessment is a process used to assess the 
environmental and social risks and impacts of a project throughout the project 
life cycle and to inform decision making. It will be the primary means of ensuring 
that transport projects are environmentally and socially sound and sustainable. 
Thus, the assessment follows a well-structured steps and process complying with 
existing regulations, guidelines, standards and best practice.

Project Description: At this stage, the consultant team concisely describes the 
proposed project and its geographic, environmental, social and temporal context, 
including any offsite investments that may be required (e.g., dedicated pipelines, 
access roads, power supply, water supply, housing, and raw material and product 
storage facilities), as well as the project’s primary suppliers. This also includes a map 

the project’s direct, indirect, and cumulative impacts. This information is drawn from 
feasibility study and can be obtained from project design team. 

At this stage, the consultant team analyses 
the legal and institutional framework for the project, within which the environmental 
and social assessment is carried and out, compares national environmental with 
international policies and standards especially those developed by funding agency to 
identify  gaps between them and bridging measures 

Collection of baseline information: At this stage, the study team sets out in detail the 
baseline data that is relevant to decisions about project location, design, operation, or 
mitigation measures. This should include:

•  a discussion of the accuracy, reliability, and sources of the data as well as 

implementation.

• 
gaps, and uncertainties associated with predictions.

• Based on current information, assesses the scope of the area to be studied and 
describes relevant physical, biological, and socioeconomic conditions, including 
any changes anticipated before the project commences.

• Taking into account current and proposed development activities within the 
project area but not directly connected to the project

1

2

3
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3.2. Impacts mitigation and Management Procedures 

• Purpose

The purpose of impact mitigation and management is to identify measures for 

minimising and compensating for adverse impacts on the environment; ensuring 
their effective implementation and monitoring and taking action when unforeseen 
impacts occur. 

• 
and the activities undertaken while the prediction tries to forecast the nature, 
magnitude, extent and duration of the main impacts:

• 
taking into account how mitigation will reduce a predicated impact

• 
the extent (E), duration (D), Reversibility (R) and intensity (I) and then multiplying 
the sum with the probability (P) of an impact as follows: 

Assessment of alternative analysis: At this stage, the consultant will address the 
followings:

• Describe alternatives that were examined in the course of developing the 
proposed Project and identify other alternatives which would achieve the same 
objectives. 

• The concept of alternatives extends to siting, design, technology selection, 
construction techniques and phasing, and operating and maintenance 
procedures. Compare alternatives in terms of potential environmental and 
social impacts, capital and operating costs, suitability under local conditions, 
and institutional, training, and monitoring requirements.

• 
incorporating the estimated costs of any associated mitigating measures. 
Include the “no project” alternative, in order to demonstrate what would 
reasonably be expected to occur to environmental and social conditions in 
the foreseeable future, based on existing ongoing development, land use, and 
regulatory practices and other relevant forces

5

4
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Elements of mitigation

The elements of impact mitigation are organised into a hierarchy of actions 
including:

- First, avoid adverse impacts as far as possible by use of preventative 
measures; 

- Second, minimize or reduce adverse impacts to as low as practicable 
levels; 

- And lastly, remedy or compensate for adverse residual impacts which are 
unavoidable and cannot be reduced further.

This implies that RTDA shall follow the above hierarchy of actions for the 
implementation of any transport project with adverse impacts. The preventive 

These elements are depicted 
in next Figure and discussed below. 

Elements of impact mitigation
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• Approaches to impact mitigation and management 

Mitigation by avoidance 
Measures considering siting, 
design, process, technology, 
route alternatives and no go 
options to avoid impacts
Cheapest and most effective 
approach with the greatest 

early in the planning cycle

Enhancement
Measures to achieve much 
more net positive gain
Approach likely to result in a 
win-win situation and improve 
prospects for transport 
projects acceptability

Mitigation by reduction
Measures attempting to reduce 
impact or limit exposure of 
receptors to impacts
Good approach for limiting the 
severity of impacts and not 
avoiding them altogether

Compensation
Measures to achieve no net 
loss, including onsite and offsite 
measures considered early in 
the planning process and also 
alongside the development to 
offset the residual impact

Mitigation by remedy
Measures undertaken to 
restore the environment to 
its previous state or its new 
equilibrium
Good approach to improve 
adverse impacts created by the 
proposed development.

Residual 
impact

• Environmental and Social  Management Plan

project is implemented in environmentally sound manner where all contractors 

potential environmental and social risks associated with the proposed project and 
take appropriate actions to adequately manage those risks. 

For the preparation of a management plan, RTDA  will

µ Identify the set of responses to potentially adverse impacts;
µ Determine requirements for ensuring that those responses are made ef-

fectively and in a timely manner; and 
µ (describe the means for meeting those requirements.
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The ESMP:

-

Includes compensatory measures if mitigation measures are not feasi-

For each activity, the plan outlines the potential problems that may ad-
versely impact the environment, and recommends corrective measures 
where required, implementation schedule, role and responsibility of the 
key stakeholders, occurrence and estimated cost. 

Environmental and Social Monitoring Plan

The Environmental and Social monitoring provides information about key 
environmental aspects of the project, particularly the environmental impacts 
of the project and the effectiveness of mitigation measures. Such information 
enables the lead agency and the donor to evaluate the success of mitigation as 
part of project supervision, and allows corrective action to be taken when needed. 

Therefore, the Monitoring Plan:

linkages to the impacts assessed in the ESIA report and the mitigation 
measures described in the ESMP
Provide mechanism to track the progress and assess the appropriateness 
and effectiveness of the management measures,
Assess the actual project impacts against the potential impacts and 

Capture information with which to advise potentially impacted 
communities and government on progress and achievements and (iv) 
facilitate engagement, consultation and collaboration with stakeholders.

The key components of a monitoring program for every activity are:

Mitigation/ enhancement measure,
Monitoring indicator (key performance indicators),

party responsible for monitoring,
timing and frequency of monitoring,
Mechanisms to update management measures, if required.
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3.3. Training, awareness and Competencies 

RTDA assumes overall responsibility for implementation of the ESIA/ESMP, 
Resettlement Plan and, as such, it is important that

µ 

µ 

µ 

µ 

µ 

µ RTDA environmental and social training programmes will include several 

All contractors and personnel responsible for the implementation of the tasks and 
requirements contained in the ESMP are competent on the basis of education, 
training and experience.

RTDA undertake internal training and education activities to ensure that Project 
expectations regarding environmental and social performance are achieved.

RTDA provide guidance to contractors regarding expectations for environmental and 
social impact management training, education and competencies.

Environmental and social competencies is appropriate to the respective parties,’ 
scope of activity and level of responsibility.

RTDA will undertake an initial evaluation of training needs associated with overall 
Environmental and Social management and, on this basis, develop and maintain an 
ESMS training matrix.

levels of competency, depending on each individual’s level of involvement 
and responsibility:

µ ESHS induction training and awareness: this training will be for visitors or 
individuals who do not have direct roles or responsibilities for implementing 
the ESMP, and will cover basic Project environmental and social commitments.

µ ESHS Management Training and Awareness: this training focuses attention 
on management, covering key aspects of the ESMP and providing an overview 
of the Project’s environmental and social impact management expectations 
and the supporting processes and procedures prescribed in the ESMS to 
meet performance expectations.

µ : 
provided to all personnel who have direct roles and responsibilities for 
implementing or managing components of the ESMP including EPC 

work activities may have an environmental or social impact.
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µ Onsite, these provisions and responsibilities will apply to all contractors 
and subcontractors. Those responsible for performing site inspections 
will receive training by drawing on external resources as necessary. Upon 
completion of training and once deemed competent by management, staff 
will be ready to train other people.  The Project will require each contractor 
to institute training programmes for their personnel. All contractors and their 
subcontractors will be responsible for implementing relevant and adequate 
training programmes to maintain the required competency levels.

Contractors training programmes will be subject to approval by Supervising 

• training programmes are adequate;

• all relevant personnel have been trained; and

• Competency is achieved.

Contractors will be required to report on their training activities, and the Project will 
maintain records of all training delivered. Occupational Health and safety training 
Matrix is provided in annex 11. 

3.4. Social assessment and resettlement procedures 

Transport projects are anticipated not only to have negative environmental 
impacts but also social impacts that may have include involuntary resettlement 
implications. The development of roads, ports, bridges and railways will need 
more private or public land for which the compensation may be required. Some 
trees, crops and other structures on that land as well as people are also likely to be 
affected and vary from one project to another. The cable cars projects are likely to 
affect assets on land, mostly trees, and multi-storey buildings, electric poles and 
transmission lines, etc.

Land acquisition and properties on that land in the project sites are serious 
impacts, likely to lead to resettlement issues (physical displacement, economic 
displacement, etc). Failing to addressing social impacts satisfactorily can 
adversely affect the lives and well-being of individuals and communities who will 
be displaced and even the project implementation. 
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It is therefore important to identify social impacts from the transport projects in 
order to design and implement adequate management plans.

• Process for social assessment and resettlement Plan 

As indicated above, transport projects are expected to have both environmental 
and social impacts. The screening for social impacts will be initiated during the 

assessment, impacts will be predicted and analysed to prioritize key social issues, 
positive and negative, direct and indirect. The screening report shall be prepared 
by the Safeguards team of the RTDA and endorsed by RTDA. It may be shared with 
the project donor for information. As for the Environmental assessment, Social 
assessment and resettlement plan are prepared in compliance with process and 
steps provided in existing regulation, policies and standards. Key steps undertaken 
are presented below. 

Potential Social impacts on the community:

- 
- Physical displacement (loss of houses and households’ relocation);
- Loss of community structures (water, electricity, etc);
- Loss of source of income (ie loss of jobs and sources of livelihoods) 

leading to poverty increase;
- Reduced access to markets;
- 
- 
- Gender based and child labor risks; 
- Health and safety issues, etc.

Terms of 
reference

Consultation and 
stakeholders 
engegement 

Recruitment of 
resettlment team

Assets inventory 
and valuation 

Socio-economic 
survey

and disclosure 
of entitlements

Eligibility 
criteria 

Resettlment 
Plan 
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Terms of reference 

Upon endorsement of the screening report by the lead agency, the latter will 

plan. The selected experts should have no direct or indirect interests in the project. 
At national level, ToRs for resettlement plan are not cleared or approved as this 
instrument is not yet made mandatory. Social and resettlement issues are covered 
in ESIA and the expropriation and valuation laws provide guidance on valuation 
and compensation. 

However, Most of funding agency require the development of separate terms 
of reference for social assessment and resettlement plan. RTDA will adopt this 
international best practice and develop terms of reference for resettlement plan. 
Developed terms of reference will be shared with funding agency for review and 
clearance. Sample terms of reference for RAP is presented in appendix 10 and 
content is presented in appendix 8.

Recruitment of social and resettlement team

The composition and quali�cation of the Social Assessment and resettlement Plan 
team for transport projects will vary with the location and magnitude of the project 
but should in any case include: 

Social Safeguard expert with extensive experience in social safeguards 
and resettlement issues
Socio-economist or Development Economists or Sociologist specialized 
in investment analysis and/ or rural economy 

analysis,
Valuer with experience in Inventory and valuation of assets 

The selection of SA experts should be guided by the team’s overall experience 
and/ or reputation in SA or related assignments; the appropriateness of the team 
(including balance of professionals/ expertise, allocation of responsibilities), as 

The same team hired for the environmental assessment can also perform social 
assessment.  In this regard, the composition of consultancy experts will include 
the following:

Environmental Management Specialist, Team leader, with extensive 
experience in environmental and social assessment of transport 
infrastructures and Civil engineering background, preferably with 
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management
Hydrogeologists or hydrologists or water resources management 
specialist
Ecologist or Biologist with hands-on knowledge of biodiversity, land 
management and aquatic ecosystems;
Socio-economist or Development Economists or Sociologist specialized 
in investment analysis and/ or rural economy;

analysis,
Valuer with experience in Inventory and valuation of assets 

Socio-economic survey

An important aspect of preparing a resettlement plan is to establish appropriate 
socioeconomic baseline census to identify the persons who will be displaced 
by the individual subproject, to determine who will be eligible for compensation 
and assistance, and to discourage inflow of people who are ineligible for these 

including the following:

, to 
establish the basis for the design of the resettlement plan and to exclude 
subsequent inflows of people from eligibility for compensation and 
resettlement assistance. It is worth to note that multiple users may be 

, including a description 
of production systems, labour, and household organization; and baseline 
information on livelihoods (including, as relevant, production levels and 
income derived from both formal and informal economic activities) and 
standards of living (including health status) of the PAPs; 

 of assets, total or partial, and the 
extent of impact;  

 or persons for whom special provisions 
may have to be made; 

 affected people on the individual and 
household levels, vulnerable groups (persons with disabilities, women, 
children, the elderly, female headed households, affected internally 
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displaced people, affected internally displaced households, etc.)

, including an inventory of common 
property natural resources from which people derive their livelihoods 
and sustenance and any issues raised by different tenure systems in the 
project area; 

Those who have formal legal rights to the land they occupy;
Those who do not have formal legal rights to land, but have a claim 
to land that is recognized or recognizable under the national laws 
including those measures put in place by the draft land policy; or
Those who have no recognizable legal right or claim to the land they 
have occupied before the cut-off date.

 in the affected communities, including 
social networks and social support systems, and how they will be affect-
ed by the project;

 that will be affected; and 

ity organi-
zations, ritual groups; and Non-Governmental Organizations (NGOs)) that 
may be relevant to the consultation strategy and to designing and imple-
menting the resettlement activities. 

Determination of eligibility criteria and entitlement matrix 

This is an important step in resettlement process and it sets out eligibility 
criteria, which are necessary to determine who will be eligible for resettlement 

of land resulting in relocation or loss of shelter; and loss of assets or access to 
assets or loss of source of income or means of livelihood, whether or not the 
PAPs must move to another location or not. Meaningful consultations with the 
affected persons, local authorities and community leaders will therefore allow for 
establishment of criteria by which displaced persons will be deemed eligible for 
compensation and other resettlement assistance.

According to international standards such as WB ESS5, AfDB involuntary 
resettlement policy and JICA guidelines for environmental and social consideration, 
people eligible for compensation and resettlement are in three groups as shown 
below.
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Those covered under (a) and (b) above are to be provided with compensation for 
the land, structures, trees and crops lost, and other assistance in accordance with 
this RPF. Persons covered under (c) above are to be provided with compensation 
for assets such as structures, crops and trees other assistance, as necessary, to 
achieve the objectives set out in this RPF, if they occupy the project area prior to a 
cut-off date which is the date when the census starts. 

Persons who encroach on the area after the cut-off date are not entitled to 
compensation or any other form of resettlement assistance. All persons included 
in (a), (b) or (c) above are to be provided with compensation for loss of assets 
other than land. 

It is therefore clear that all PAPs irrespective of their status or whether l have 
formal titles, legal rights or not, squatters or otherwise encroaching illegally on 
land, are eligible for some kind of assistance if they occupied the land before the 
cut-off date. Persons who occupy the area after cut-off date are not eligible for 
compensation or any form of resettlement assistance.

• Public Consultation and participation (see section on public consola-
tion and stakeholders engagements) 

• Census of project affected people, inventory and valuation of assets

The census is the enumeration of all the affected people and their registration by 

before the project’s onset. It consolidates information that:

(i) provides initial information on the scale of resettlement to be un-
dertaken; 

a) Those who have formal rights to land including customary/communal 
land, traditional and religious rights recognized under Rwandan Law.

b) Those who do not have formal legal rights to land at the time the census 
begins but have a claim to such land or assets provided that such 
claims are recognized under the laws of Rwanda or become recognized 

c) Those who have no recognizable legal right or claim to the land they are 
occupying, using or getting their livelihood from before the cut of date, 
but are recognized under international standards. 
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(ii) gives an indication of further socio-economic research needed to 
quantify losses to be compensated and, if required, to design ap-
propriate development interventions and 

(iii) establishes indicators that can/be measured at a later date during 
monitoring and evaluation. 

Prior to start of civil works, RTDA or its consultants undertake a census of all 
households that will be physically and/or economically displaced by the proposed 
project. The census will cover the following:

o List of all owners of affected land, structures or other assets including 
type of ownership for each asset (formal /registered, customary or infor-
mal/unregistered);

o List of all users of each land plot and each structure or other assets, if dif-
ferent from the owners, with contact details and the basis for use – reg-
istered contract, unregistered written contract or oral contract, informal 
use with or without the knowledge and approval of the owner, etc.;

o A list of persons who will be economically displaced by the project and 
in what way (such as seasonal users of land/resources in the project 
affected area or employees of affected businesses):

- In cases of physical displacement, a list of all individuals who will 
have to relocate; 

- In cases of economic displacement, a list of businesses and their 
owners, type of business activity (formal or informal), lists of busi-

The census data need to be supported to be reliable and should be carried out when 

lists all those eligible for compensation and other forms of assistance resulting from 
the project’s need to acquire land.

In addition to census, RTDA with its  consultants will make an inventory of all 
assets likely to be affected by the proposed development and do their valuation. 
The asset inventory concerns the recording of all land and assets present in the 
affected area at the time of the cut-off date and which need to be acquired for a 
transport project.  
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The asset inventory should identify all a�ected assets such as the following:
- Land use type (residential, agricultural, commercial, etc); 
- Residential structures (houses, apartments, informal dwellings);
- Non-residential structures (barns, outside toilets, storage facilities, fenc-

es);
- Other physical assets (non-moveable assets such as trees, standing 

crops);
- Private enterprises (shops, workshops, stalls, factories and other busi-

ness establishments);
- Communal assets such as common resources (woodlands), public struc-

tures (schools, clinics, administration, communal water points, etc) and 
cultural property (burial rounds, monuments, sites of religious or histori-

- Infrastructure (roads and bridges, irrigation and drainage channels, water 
and sewage lines, transmission lines);

and assets, that would be affected by the project by the valuer and approval of 
the valuation report, the lead agency in collaboration with the participating District 
authorities will organize meetings with PAPs to communicate the valuation report 
(ie results of census and value of PAPs’ assets) and discuss compensation 
requirements and concerns. 

Preparation, review and approval of Resettlement plans

inventory and valuation of their assets, a RAP (or ARAP) will be developed and 
next steps will include to :

- Submit the report to RTDA review and approval;

- Constitute a panel of social safeguards experts and invite for a validation 
workshop to review the report and provide comments, if any.

- Send  back comments  to the consultant for consideration.

- Revise and submit the report to RTDA  by the consultant for approval. 
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After addressing all comments, the report will be submitted to the project donor 
for review and clearance. In case the donor provides comments, they will be 

back by RTDA to the donor for approval.

Depending upon the requirements of the donor, the document may be disclosed 
both locally and at website of the donor. The disclosure authorizes the 
compensation payment of project affected families and the start of planned 
engineering works.

3.5. Procedures for Livelihood restoration Program

Where a project causes economic displacement, it is required to describe 
livelihood-restoration measures in either a RAP (for projects that involve physical 
and economic displacement) or an LRP (for projects involving economic 
displacement only). The RAP or LRP becomes the key document that guides the 
resettlement and livelihood-restoration program and is subject to monitoring. At 
this stage RTDA must be able to track the progress of displaced individuals and 
households in restoring or improving their livelihoods and income levels until the 
livelihood program is deemed complete. Key steps and approaches for Livelihood 
restoration program are summarized below

Livelihood Strategy 
Formulation

Livelihood Baseline 
Studies

Livelihood Baseline 
Studies

Livelihood Impact 
Assessment

Livelihood Impact 
Assessment

Livelihood Strategy 
Formulation
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Step 1: Livelihood Baseline Studies

At this stage RTDA will:

- 
from the baseline stage for measuring the progress of livelihood resto-
ration and improvement.

- Identify all livelihood streams, including those that may seem relatively 
marginal and do not appear in usual household and asset surveys, partic-
ularly those linked to the use of communal resources and seasonal ones.

- -
ing strategies of the poorest and vulnerable.

- Develop a register of displaced people of working age with information 
about their educational attainment, skills, prior work experience, and any 
preferences for future employment or small business.

- Assess options for replacement agricultural land.
- Assess the capacity of national agencies, local government, and other 

potential livelihood delivery partners (including development NGOs, mi-

- -
cable) using participatory consultation techniques such as focus groups.

Step 2: Livelihood Impact Assessment

At this level, RTDA will assess livelihood resource losses after relocation and de�ne 
impacts to the following:

- . Agricultural, forestry, and grazing land, 
among others on which local livelihoods are based, may change after 
resettlement. This is obviously about size, but qualitative analysis is also 
necessary for each category of land use, as soil and land capability char-
acteristics will change between the pre- and post-resettlement situations, 
making certain types of crops on which pre-resettlement livelihoods were 
based impossible in the post resettlement setting. Inputs from an experi-
enced soil scientist, agronomist, livestock specialist, forester, or land use 
planner may be necessary as appropriate.

- Natural resources. These are obviously important to certain livelihood 
streams and include arable land, pasture, forest, water bodies, access to 
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-  Clients face potential losses following relocation, including 
-

sition.

- . Again, it is important to note that marginal or hardly 
-

ing, and the like) could be critical to certain categories of affected per-

people, informal settlers and squatters, and indigenous people.

- . In urban settings especially, impacts 
to livelihoods are usually related to access to employment, markets for 
enterprises and artisans, and public transport. 

Step 3: Livelihood Strategy Formulation

Closely involve displaced people and key stakeholders in developing a vision, 

restoration. Seek broad participation as well as the views of subgroups (women, 
youth, elderly, vulnerable people, and ethnic minorities), whose views may differ 
from the majority. Systematically consider livelihood opportunities, constraints, 
and risks asking the right questions (see annex 14)

Step 4: Procurement and Livelihood Program Design for Delivery 

need to be delivered; prepare terms of reference that outline program needs. Call 
for expressions of interest from suitably experienced potential delivery partners 
(for example, development NGOs, consultants, and institutions). 

Make sure that there is room in bidding requests for candidates to suggest 
improvements in methodologies and delivery approaches. Tender, evaluate, 
and award livelihood program contracts (livelihood program bidders should put 

monitoring, and reporting requirements applicable to implementation partners.

Step 5: Livelihood Program Execution

At this step RTDA, will:

- -
hood manager and sector leads as needed: for example, for agriculture, 
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- Mobilize livelihood-restoration delivery partners; carry out site and health, 
safety, and environment inductions.

- Coordinate delivery of livelihood-restoration partner contracts—monitor 
progress, schedule and budgets.

- Prepare progress reports for management.

- Maintain the GM.

• Step 6: Monitoring and Evaluation

At this stage, RTDA will:

- 
-

plemental indicators if required;

- Develop indicators for internal monitoring (by project and resettlement 
team), and indicators for external monitoring (by independent third par-
ties).

- 
programs; then initiate changes to programs to improve effectiveness as 
warranted.

- Prepare and disclose regular monitoring reports to keep affected com-
munities and interested stakeholders informed about livelihood-resto-
ration progress.

- Engage independent specialists to conduct a resettlement completion 
audit with an assessment of livelihood-restoration outcomes as an im-
portant component.

3.6. Environmental and Social review and decision   
   making procedures

The purpose of instruments review is to ensure that the studies comply with the 
terms of reference, the projects are environmentally and socially acceptable and 

have been suitably addressed.
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 The review process is proposed as follows

Submission of
Reports

Review and 
approval Donor

Public 
hearing

Appeal against 
Authority’s Decision

Review and 
approval at 

national level 

Pubic discosure

• Step 1. Submission of E&S assessment report

As provided by the new law, Environmental and Social studies are prepared 

submitting reports to RDB through online portal. However, they do so on behalf 
of implementing agency/RTDA and they do so only after the approval of prepared 
instrument by RTDA.

• Step 2. Public hearing

The lead agency organize a public hearing or a validation workshop to furnish 
interested and affected parties and the public with an opportunity to comment 

the public hearings are environmental experts from institutions likely to have their 
areas of responsibilities affected by the project, districts with jurisdiction over the 
area where a project is proposed, environmental NGOs, representatives of local 
communities and the RTDA.

the workshop will be given time to comment on the report and comments, if any, 
will be compiled by the lead agency and send to the consultant for consideration. 
The corrected report is resubmitted to the RTDA for clearance. Subsequent to 
its approval by the RTDA, the ESIA report is submitted to RDB, the competent 
authority, for review and clearance.

• Step 3. Review and approval at national level 

Upon reception of the ESIA report, the authorised organ, RDB, analyses the report 
to verify its conformity with the terms of reference and Standards. The authorised 
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organ, within twenty (20) working days, after reception of the environmental impact 
assessment report, accept or request for additional information from selected 
Consultants. The analysis will be performed by the environmental experts of RDB.

If it becomes necessary to hold public hearing, the authorised organ requires 

on the impacts of the proposed project. Comments are compiled and sent back 
to the RTDA for consideration. The corrected ESIA report is resubmitted by the 
consultant to RDB for approval. Upon ESIA report approval, RDB issues conditions 

project is environmentally accepted and can begin if funds are available.

Step 4. Appeal against Authority’s Decision  

If RDB rejects a proposed project after reviewing an environment impact report, 
the RTDA can abandon the project, improve and resubmit a revised ESIA report or 
appeal to the Ministry of environment as follows:

- The RTDA shall appeal in writing, stating all facts and grounds of the ap-
peal.

- The Minister shall, after considering all relevant facts and supporting 
-

verse the decision.

- If the RTDA successfully appeals against the Authority’s decision, the Au-
thority is obliged to issue a revised Record of Decision to RTDA.

After the completion of the ESIA report and its approval by the lead agency, the 
latter will share it with the donor for review and clearance. In case of any comment, 

report will be submitted for approval by the donor. 

Step 6: Pubic disclosure 

Funding agencies such as World Bank, ADB or JICA requires public disclosure 
of all instruments prepared for projects. Therefore, upon RTDA will disclosure all 
instrument prepared at project level and allow funding agency to do the same.  In 
country, disclosure will include but not limited to:
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- Publish approved instruments at RTDA website

- Inform general public where documents can be found through news pa-
pers ;

- 
implemented;

- 

- Make summary in local language and avail them to local communities 
affected by project. 

RTDA  will also authorize the donor to disclose it electronically through its website.

Before public disclosure, RTDA will ensure that all personnel information of affected 
people such as phone number, Accounts, ID number or photos are removed from the 
RAP/A-RAP.
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PART FOUR: BUDGETING, COSTING, MONITORING  
      AND COMPLIANCE AUDIT

This part provides guidance and procedures for budgeting and costing for 
Environmental and social management activities. Further, it provides procedures 
for supervision and monitoring of environmental compliance during construction, 
Grievance Redress Mechanism as well as compliance audit.  

4.1. Budgeting and Costing
 

environmental assessment and projects likely to be subject to future environmental 

generated for projects that require a full or partial ESIA. The costing of mitigation 
and monitoring measures is also considered. The environmental cost (studies 
and implementation) should be part of the transport project budget. However, all 
cost estimates are estimates of future costs; their accuracy depends upon the 
level of design details, skills of the estimator, and quality of cost data.

• Procedures for estimating costs of environmental studies

In estimating the unit price, the following steps will be followed by the lead agency 
or its consultant:

µ Determine the type of activities required and quantities of work for each 
activity. The estimator prices each work item by applying a unit price to 
the total quantity for that item. A market survey can be required to obtain 
the unit costs;

µ Determine required labor force (experts, skilled supporting staff, casual 
labor) and overhead. The unit labor cost will be controlled by the total 
unit cost per unit of time and the productivity of the crew (ie an estimate 
of how many hours it will take to perform the task).

µ Determine the equipment cost for the study. The equipment operating 
expenses include rental cost, fuel and lubrication or transport cost, 
service and maintenance.

µ Identify required material costs. This cost can usually be categorized 
into permanent or expendable materials;

µ Travel and lodging expenses include airfare, cab, car rental and fuel; 
lodging, miscellaneous, phone calls, internet, etc 
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µ 

the contractor/ consultant is also included.

• Procedures for impact mitigation costs

For estimating the costs of implementing mitigation measures, the following will 
be done:

µ Identify all mitigation measures and monitoring measures and related 
activities;

µ Identify inputs for each activity
µ Determine the quantity required for every activity 
µ Determine the unit cost for every activity or mitigation and monitoring 

measures and the total cost will be estimated by multiplying the unit 
price with its corresponding quantity.

• Procedures for budgeting at corporate and projects level

During the ESIA preparation, the ESMP is also prepared as integral part of the ESIA. 
The implementation for environmental and social mitigation plans will mostly be 

measures are covered in the engineering costs of the respective works. 

4.2. Monitoring and reporting procedures 

In terms of monitoring and reporting procedures, there three main category 
including: (i) regular monitoring (monthly and quarterly), (ii) inspection and incident 

 

• Regular monitoring and reporting

 RTDA team, Supervising consultants and contractors will work closely together 

include monthly and quarterly reports.  envisaged that reporting will cover at least 
the following areas:
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Monthly reporting

Contractors will work closely with RTDA prior to the commencement of work 
to de�ne the structure, content and format for their environmental and social 
monthly report. This report will contain key information around the contractors’ 
implementation of the environmental and social requirements and mitigation 
measures and will cover, among others:

environmental and social assessment and improvement �ndings;

incident noti�cations;

non-conformities/non-compliances and corrective actions;

key performance indicators;

details of any environmental or social surveys or studies; and

Environmental and social training conducted.

Quarterly reporting

The same approach will be used for quarterly report. However,  RTDA management, 
will consolidate the quarterly and submit to REMA and funding agency/donor. The 
structure, content and format will be agreed with government and donor prior to 
the commencement of work. This quarterly report will document key information 
on the Project’s performance against the ESMP requirements.

every month to RTDA management. E&S team will crosscheck both reports 
in comparison with what they observe during they own mission and make 

structure of monthly and quarterly report is based on ESMP and RAPs prepared 
for the project. 

Both contractor, Supervisor and RTDA team will carry out regular inspection 
especially on Health and safety and in incident observed will be reported 
immediately  and when it is involving fatality this should be done within 24hours.  
Project team  will ensure that all environmental and social incidents are 

in annex 15
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• 

requirements.

Managing changes 

Documentation

Control of documents

• Managing changes

Changes in organisation may occur due to unanticipated or new project/
investment. Wherever possible, the environmental and social mitigation measures 
that have the potential to impact design have been passed to the relevant designs 
during the ESIA process. As the ESIA progressed, certainty regarding the nature 
and magnitude of impact sources became clearer to the Project and the relevant 
changes were made to the ESIA Report. Adaptive changes may also occur during 
Project commissioning and operations.

The Project will implement a formal procedure to manage changes that will 
apply to all Project activities. The process for dealing with Project changes and 
uncertainty recognizes three levels of change/uncertainty:

µ  where the change or uncertainty is 

affect the Project’s ability to meet environmental and social performance 
requirements outlined in the ESMP. This change may require additional 
but limited environmental or social study or survey activities.

µ , where the change or uncertainty is 

minor changes to the ESMP and additional surveys or environmental and 
social assessments.
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uncertainty leads to a departure from the base-case, or a key aspect of 
it. An addendum to the ESIA, or a new EIA and formal submission and 
approval process, is then required.

• Documentation 

The abovementioned process will ensure that the Project is able to adapt to 
changes whilst meeting the relevant environmental and social performance 
requirements. In its environmental and social management system, RTDA will 
include the following documentation:

µ 

µ 

environmental and social policy, objectives and targets;
µ description of the scope of project;
µ description of the main elements of the Safeguards instruments  and 

their interaction, and reference to related documents;
µ documents including records consistent with the requirements of 

lenders ; and
µ Documents, including records, determined by RTDA to be necessary to 

ensure the effective planning, operation and control of processes that 

• Control of documents

Documents required by E&S will be controlled by RTDA and will establish, 
implement and maintain procedures to:

- approve documents for adequacy prior to issue;

- review and update as necessary and re-approve documents;

- ensure that changes and the current revision status of documents 

- ensure that relevant versions of applicable documents are available 
at points of use;

- 
- ensure that documents of external origin determined by the orga-

nization to be necessary for the planning  and  operation  of  the  

government guidance, permits); and

Level Three: Higher Significance, where a future significant change or
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- Prevent the unintended use of obsolete documents and apply 

Monitoring and reporting involves different actors and a well-coordinated structure 
is need to ensure that this is done adequately. Below is the proposed structure for 
monitoring and reporting on ESHS for monthly and quarterly reports.

Re
po

rt
in

g 
st

ru
ct

ur
e

Funding Angency /  
REMA

SPIU Coordinator

Experts

RTDA Director General

Project E&S Specilists
Project Engineers 

Designated E&S Team 
Leader

Contractor E&S Experts  

To ensure effective monitoring and reporting process across transport 
infrastructure, it is proposed that RTDA:

µ Designate an Environmental and Social Management Lead specialist 
preferably sitting in Planning and research Division 

µ 
projects 

µ 
Specialist

µ Every contractor will have one Environmental specialist, One social 
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4.3. Environmental and Social permitting requirements 

compensation prior any land take, RTDA will ensure that other required permits 

may include but not limited to :

µ 

µ Authorization for blasting and use of explosive(Police);
µ Special authorization for construction in wetlands, on lakes or rivers or 

protected areas such as parks  (Ministry of Environment)
µ Expropriation for public interests( relevant districts)
µ Authorization for temporary Road closure(Police) 
µ Use of water and water-related activities permit especially for inland 

water transport projects (RWB)
µ Tree cutting authorization for road widening( Rwanda Forest Authority)

4.4. Occupational Health and Safety Monitoring 

The purpose of occupational health and safety monitoring is to identify 
occupational health and safety as well as emergency scenarios and address them 
during project implementation and operation of infrastructures. This procedure 
covers those environmental aspects and health and safety hazards of activities, 

or over which it can be expected to have an influence (including waste generated 
through different stage of production or services). 

• Procedures for occupational health and safety management 

The procedure consists of an initial screening of activities, products and services, 
based on available data by environmental and social team. The team assesses 
the environmental aspects and health and safety hazards, determines which of 

during the on a regular basis to ensure that it is up-to-date.
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Each site, service or activity is evaluated for occupational health and safety 
hazards and risks. However, sites, services or activities may be “grouped” such 
that those with similar characteristics can be evaluated concurrently. The team 
rates the product, service or activity (or groups of same) against the factors 
shown on the table of scoring guide for Integrated (OHSE) Risk Register below.

Action Table

Likelihood Severity 

Minor (2) Moderate (3) Major (4) Catastrophic 
(5)

Almost certain  
(5) Moderate (5) High (10) High (15) Exterme 

(20) Exterme (25)

Likely  (4) Moderate (4) Moderate (8) High (12) High (16) Exterme (20)
Possible (3) Low (3) Moderate (6) High (9) High (12) Exterme (15)
Unlikely  (2) Low (2) Low (4) Moderate (6) Moderate (8 High (10)

Rare  (1) Low (1) Low (2) Moderate (3) Moderate 
(4) High (5)

Extreme risk/Failure Detailed action /action response plan required. 

High risk /Failure Needs senior management attention. 

Moderate risk/ 
Failure

No risk response plan is required (monitoring in regular basis). 

Low risk/Failure No action is required. 

Risks Assessment  

greater the consequences, the greater the risk, similarly the more certain the event, 
the greater the risk. Risk assessment is a process of analysis and evaluation. Risk 
assessment is the process of assessing all of the risks associated with each of 

risks, three essential steps are taken:

The probability or likelihood of an accident occurring is evaluated; 

The severity or potential consequences are calculated or estimated; and 

Based on these two factors, the risks are assigned control through the 
use of a risk rating matrix below: 
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v Step One – probability: What is the probability of the hazardous 
event happening?

Probability Example Detail Description

Unlikely Extremely rare risks, with almost no probability of occurring.

Seldom Risks that are relatively uncommon, but have a small chance 
of manifesting. 

Occasional Risks that are more typical, with about a 50/50 chance of 
taking place.

Likely Risks that are highly likely to occur.

Risks that are almost certain to manifest. Address these risks 

v Step Two- Consequence: What might be the consequence of a haz-
ardous event or situation?

Severity Example Detail Description

Risks that bring no real negative consequences, or pose no 

Minor Risks that have a small potential for negative consequences, 

Moderate Risks that could potentially bring negative consequences, 
posing a moderate threat to the project or organization.

Critical Risks with substantial negative consequences that will 
seriously impact the success of the organization or project.

Catastrophic Risks with extreme negative consequences that could cause 
the entire project to fail or severely impact daily operations 
of the organization. These are the highest-priority risks to 
address.
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v Step Three – Risk Table (Matrix) Calculate the degree of risk from 
the risk table.

Severity of Risk

Probability  
of Risk

2. Minor 3. 
Moderate 4. Critical 5. 

Catastrophic

1. Unlikely Extremely 
small

Very 
small

Very 
small

Rather 
small Moderate

2. Seldom Very small Rather 
small

Rather 
small Moderate high

3. 
Occasional Rather small Rather 

small Moderate High Very high

4 Likely Moderate Moderate high Very high Extremely 
high

Moderate High Very high Extremely 
high

Extremely 
high

v Step four – Risk Assessment Outcome: The result of the risk matrix 

strategies are implemented as outlined in the Risk Control section 
below.

µ Extremely high / Very high: high risk (score 10-25): needs immediate 
action to eliminate the risk or reduce.

µ Moderate / Rather small: moderate risk (score 3-9): implement immedi-
ate action to minimize or prevent injury e.g. safety signs; unit supervisor 

µ Extremely small / Very small: low risk (score 1-3); remedial action within 
one month (if possible), unit supervisor attention required.

4.5. Emergency Preparedness and Response Procedures 

The purpose of Emergency and preparedness procedures is to: 

- Establish contingency planning for risk management and fast 
recovery in case of any emergency or unexpected event that affects 
Business continuity.
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Protection of 
Life

ensure that 
all people 

who may be 
in danger are 
warned, and 
that action 
is taken to 

guarantee their 
safety

Save Assets 
in the Affected 

Area
 prevent 

personal and  
assets from 

being damaged 
in the event of 

Prevent 
Spread of 

Hazard
Contoal  the 
extent of the 
hazard within 

the building and 
minimizing its 

release into the 
environment

Eliminate the 
Hazard

• eliminate the 
-

guishment.

When the emergency occurs after working hours the most senior operations 
personnel shall be in command of the emergency control centre handing over related 
responsibilities to manage the situation.

- Assign responsibilities, and coordinated course of action to be 

incidents which threatens human life, property or the environment.

- Provide the required resources and manpower for the rescue and 
treatment of casualties.

- Minimize damage to properties and other environmental aspects that 
may occur as a result of the emergency.

- Provide the necessary resources to contain and bring the incident 
under control.

These procedures provides process for handling Emergencies in all transport 
projects. The procedures are based on the assumption that only one emergency 

spill and any other and any other unforeseen event.

Emergency Evacuation Priorities
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4.6. Grievance Redress Procedures 

The Purpose of GRM is to address all complaints/ grievances arising in the course 
of project implementation. The primary GRM principle is that all complaints and 
grievances are resolved as quickly as possible and at the lowest possible level for 
resolution, mostly at community level in a customarily appropriate fashion.  The 
purpose of GRM includes the following: 

µ To ensure that all grievances, complaints or concerns are timely recorded 
and resolved in a fair, transparent, and easily accessible manner;

µ To ensure careful documentation and reporting of grievances, com-
plaints and concerns and remedial actions.

• Complaints resolution procedures

At any stage of the transport project, local communities or project stakeholder 

dissatisfaction with the project and seek for resolution. Irrespective of the stage of 
the process, a Complainant has the opportunity to pursue the grievance through 
the court. He has also the right of recourse to the donor’s Grievance Redress 
Service at any time throughout the grievance resolution process. The resolution 
of grievances or complaints will follow the procedures below.

Set up and training 
Grievance Redress 

Committees 

Reception and 
records of 
grievances

Investigation 
on  received 
grievances

Monitoring and 
Closure

Determination of 
corrective action

Resolving and 
responding to the 

complainant

• Step 1: Set up and training Grievance Redress Committees 

The First step in GRM process is to establish Grievance Redress Committees 
(GRC). The setup depend on project area and nature. The creation of these GRCs 
is in line with Grievance Redress Mechanism (GRM).  A description of such GRM 
will be presented in the project ESIA/RAP and should  outline the various avenues 
for grievance registration, investigation, response time and closure.
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Each GRC is composed of at least 5 members of committee with a mandatory 
representative project affected persons and should include of women and other 
vulnerable people. Should have different layers to allow complainants to escalate 

Proposed GRM structure for PAPs

District GRC

Sector GRC

Cell GRC

Courts

RTDA

• Step 2: Reception and records of grievances, complaints, or concerns 

Each member of the site or Sector / Cell GRCs will receive any complaint associated 

hours of submission. The acknowledgement of reception should be made to the 
complainant within two (2) working days from the submission date. 

Grievances may be submitted to the GRC through face-to-face meetings with 
project or contractor/ consultants, local authorities or any other third party (ie 
church leaders, civil society, farmers’ organizations, etc), in writing, by telephone, 
email or verbally. Whoever receives any complaints, he/she may forward it to the 

secretary and chairperson will be publicized at the site. Sample grievance redress 
forms are provided in Annex 12. 

• Step 3: Investigation/ enquiry on received and recorded grievances

The GRC will investigate the details of and grounds for the received grievance 
with the assistance from the participating District and lead agency if required. 
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Additional support or information may be collected from any other sources in 
order to clarify the cause and effects of grievance, its level of urgency or severity 

appropriate responses or resolutions.

• Step 4: Determination of corrective action

If in their judgment, the grievance can be solved at this stage, the grievance will 
be reviewed by GRC and will determine a corrective action in consultation with 
the aggrieved person. A description of the action; the time frame in which the 
action is to take place; and the party responsible for implementing the action will 
be recorded in the grievance database. 

• Step 5: Resolving and responding to the complaint

After investigation, all grievances will be settled and responded to by the GRC 
chairman (or his representative) directly to the Complainant within maximum 2 
weeks (15 days) after the submission of the complaints. If additional time is needed, 
the complainant will be advised of this in advance. Any other representatives that 
may be required by either the GRC or the Complainant to be present in order to 
provide input to developing an appropriate response or resolution will be invited by 
the GRC.  It is encouraged to resolve the issues at Cell, Sector or District levels, as 
they are aware of and involved in the whole process. 

• Step 6: Closure, monitoring and evaluation and reporting

The grievances are usually closed out when no further action can be or needs to 
be taken. The closure status can be recorded as resolved or unresolved. The site 

an agreed resolution and the case has been authorised for close out by RTDA.  

All complaints received will be entered into a publicly accessible online system to 
allow their tracking and monitoring with minimum details. The monitoring will be 
done by RTDA through its safeguard team. There will be a social safeguards staff 
overseeing social safeguards matters at project site level under the supervision of the 
social safeguard team of RTDA.
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The monitoring information will include the following data organized by type and 
location:

Number and type of complaints received;

Number and percentage of complaints that have reached agreement;

Number and percentage of complaints that have been resolved;

Number and percentage of complaints that have gone to mediation;

Number and percentage of complaints that are unresolved

evaluate the functionality of the system as well as to note the following: 

Failures to follow GRM procedures; 

Delays in complaint resolution, particularly those that can affect project 
construction 

Most frequent types of grievances and complaints 

Location(s) producing the most grievances and complaints 

will help improve the GRM itself, as well as minimize negative effects on project 
development and optimize maintenance of positive relationships between the 
Project and neighbouring communities.  The safeguard team will also review the 
performance of the GRM on a quarterly basis and make recommendations for 
improving the process where necessary. 

The Safeguard team in collaboration with the District staff in charge of resettlement 
aspects will review complaint management and report results to Project senior 
management (Project lead agency) on a monthly basis. These reports will include 
information on: 

Any grievances/ complaints with the potential to affect the project con-
struction schedule ;

Number of grievances/ complaints and concerns received in the last 
month and their status (ie those resolved and closed; unresolved and 
closed; unresolved and not closed)

Details for grievances that have not been resolved or closed within the 
stipulated period, including reasons for proposed resolutions that have 
not been acceptable to the aggrieved person 
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µ Comments received from Project personnel, government, or community 
members on the grievance resolution process. 

Additionally, the Social safeguard team will assess grievances at least quarterly 
to identify any recurring issues, trends, and lessons learned. The results of these 
assessments will be reported to senior management. Key lessons learned from 
the grievance process will also be disseminated among relevant project staff.

It worth to note that at construction site there should be also a GRM system for 
workers. The process remain the same but this worn at site level, it starts with 
workers representative. 

The proposed structure is as follows

Contractor HR

Contractor mangment 

Workers GRC

Workers representative 

Courts

District Labour Inspector 

• Community based GBV Grievances Redress Mechanism

In addition to the GRM for community and workers, it is expected that a GBV 
Grievance and Redress Desk be established at community level in the proximity 
of the work site for transport project with high GBV risks. This can be set-up 
and managed by an independent, third-party institution (NGO, local association, 
community-based group etc.), contracted by the contracting authority as a result 
of a competitive selection process, and supported through resources allocated 
under the project  national budget of the country into which the desk is to be 
established.
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The Grievance & Redress Desk is expected to be managed by a team formed and 
trained by the third-party institution – it is recommended that a maximum of 5 

in the area of GBV prevention & mitigation, awareness-raising, and GBV response. 

Activities for which the desk would be recommended to assume full responsibility. 
Among others, those activities should include:

µ Raising awareness among community members about the composition 
and responsibilities of the Grievance & Redress Desk Team, the risks of 
GBV on the work site and in its surroundings, and the content of the con-
tractor’s Code of Conduct and GBV Action Plan, as well as on mecha-
nisms through which suspect cases can be reported to the desk and GBV 
service providers.  

µ Collecting reports/complaints made/lodged by community members on 
potential GBV cases experienced in the work site surroundings, and sub-
mitting them to the contactor’s Internal Task Force (through its own desk 
representative) for further action, as well as to competent authorities as 

investigation.

µ Mapping medical, legal and psychological support centres available in 
the community, and referring suspected GBV victims to them for the pur-
pose of obtaining assistance. 

µ Maintaining and updating a system that anonymously tracks reported 
GBV cases and stores relevant statistics. 

4.7. Procedures for Environmental and Social    
  Compliance audit  

The objective of environmental and social audit is to evaluate how well 
Environmental and Social Management Systems (ESMS) are performing with the 
aim of preventing environmental damage; assessing compliance with regulatory 
requirements; facilitating control of environmental practices by a company/
enterprise or facility management; and placing environmental information in the 
public domain. Therefore, Environmental auditing is used to:

µ Facilitate management and control of environmental practices; 

µ Assess compliance with relevant statutory and regulatory requirements;
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µ Raise awareness of and commitment to environmental policy by project 
staff, the community and other concerned parties; 

µ Maintain environmental health and safety standards, while continuously 
exploring opportunities for improvement;

µ Valuate Environment Management System and Plan for the project;

µ Collect data on environmental, operational and social practices, control 
procedures and environmental compliance mechanisms; 

µ On-site evaluation of occupational health and safety practices to deter-
mine compliance with national standards; 

µ Conduct a site environmental and health risk assessment to determine 
risks posed to the surrounding communities and;

µ Identify feasible, cost-effective mitigation and/or corrective measures 
and opportunities for overall improvement environmental and social 
management practices.

• Scope of Environmental and Social audit  

The audit plan should include:
- date, time, location and expected duration of the audit
- audit objectives and scope
- 
- 
- -

agement responsibilities for the project
- schedule of meetings to be held with the contractor
- 

approvals, policies, codes of practice, standards, plans and project spe-

- history of previous audits, non-compliances and corrective action ver-

- -
mance

- document inspection requirements
- 

- Audit report format, structure, expected date of issue and distribution.

Planning
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ü Entry Meeting (introduce the audit team, explain the purpose of the audit 
and review the audit plan, provide a short summary of the methods and 

meeting, special conditions, eg. Safety, restricted areas, site procedures.

ü Collecting Audit Evidence :through interviews, document review and ob-
servation of site activities and conditions. Areas of departure or non-con-
formance from the audit criteria shall be noted and recorded in the audit 
report. Particular attention should be paid to compliance with legislative 
requirements and performance or Licence approval conditions such as 
air, water and noise/vibration impacts.

ü Collating Audit Observations: audit observations should be reviewed and 
collated to determine if any environmental management activities do not 
conform to the audit criteria. Adverse or non-conforming activities requir-
ing corrective action should be the subject of a Corrective Action Request 
(CAR) and be documented in a clear, concise manner and supported by 
audit evidence.

ü Exit Meeting: The primary reason for this meeting is to present audit ob-
servations in a manner that ensures the results of the audit and the basis 
for the results are understood. The auditor should ensure the following 
issues are dealt with: meeting proceedings are recorded, attendance is 
recorded, audit objectives are reiterated, audit observations are summa-
rized applicable evidence are noted Conclusions are presented and CAR’s 
issued,

- Identifying areas of improvement; and, if requested
- Verifying, at a later date that agreed corrective action has been imple-

mented and is effective in mitigating construction impacts.

CAR’s may be closed out by the Site Engineer or Contracts Manager in accor-
dance with RTDA’s Quality System and safeguards instruments. It is the Con-
tract Manager’s responsibility to ensure all CAR’s are closed out in a timely 
manner.

Site Audit

Audit 
follow up

transport infrastructures or before signing maintenance contract.  Environmental 
audit may be also useful when it’s about rehabilitation or upgrade existing 
infrastructures with no measures changes in sitting, routing etc.  
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becoming a larger problem which may impact upon the environment.

The recording and analysis of “near misses” is vital in determining the 
extent of the future requirements for environmental management plans, 
contingency plans and emergency plans.

Having a documented system encourages the development of a more 
uniform approach to managing environmental activities between differ-
ent works within the same company.

Transfer of information will result in the communication of effective solu-
tions to common environmental issues\impacts

The project environmental audit serves as a warning detection device 
for potential problems and provides time to develop effective solutions.

Timing of audits

Timing of environmental audits should be conducted so that they at least coincide 
with conducted so that they coincide with the key stages of the project. During 

monitoring especially during:

Site preparation and clearing (including haul road);

Construction adjacent to major river crossings;

Where there is disturbance to sensitive riparian vegetation and Major 
earthworks;

After constructions works, it is recommended to conducts:

Post construction before provisional hand over ; and 

-
nance Contract. 

For each audit, the auditor should meet with the project manager to inspect the 
works liaise with the relevant authorities, review the environmental management 
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auditor should address the recent and future works forms, corrective actions at 
hand, current environmental issues and other matters as required.

Audit Procedure for Transports infrastructures 

Audit Report

concluded. An environmental Audit report should include (but not be limited to 
the) the following:

Recording of any visual inspection of the site;
Details of the condition of natural water courses, wastes disposal areas 
and other activities;
A sampling and analysis program to determine compliance with levels 
set in environmental management plans including:

o Detection limits (level chosen and how derived)

o Quality assurance (procedures);

o Quality control details;

o The results of the sampling and analysis program.

Structure 

Environmental Audit Reports should be concise and informative with information 
being displayed in an easily interpreted fashion. The environmental Audit report 
should contain the following information:

Name of auditor;

Position title;

Address of site in question;

Completion date of the environmental audit;

Documentation reviewed;

Quality, completeness and date of prior assessments of the site. This 
should include brief details of things like sampling and analytical meth-
ods chosen and type of assessment undertaken;

The nature and extent of any contamination etc;
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Any site rehabilitation method(s)used, quality control procedures fol-
lowed, and subsequent validation monitoring of the site where appropri-
ate;

criteria etc. Used to determine the status of the site -generally through 
contractor monitoring (as outlined in environmental management plans); 
and

Comments on nature and extent of risks associated with any on-going 
activity at the site.

As environmental management audit may be undertaken as a component of a 

listed in the executive summary.
Non-conformity and corrective action

The construction ESMP outlines areas of environmental management for the 
project and compliance levels for each of the various components such as the 
management of sensitive riparian vegetation or erosion control. As a result of the 
on-going monitoring and auditing of the project; it is possible that areas of non-
conformance with the intent of contract documents and the ESMP(Planning)will 
occur. The following outlines the obligations for reporting non-conformance with 
the ESMPs.

During the construction phase:

The contractor should report non-conformance to RTDA; and

RTDA  should report to the relevant regulatory agencies (e.g. DoE) any 
perceived breaches of legislative requirements

During the operational phase:

The contractor should report any non-conformance to the project man-
ager during the defects liability period; and

RTDA should report to the relevant regulatory agencies any non-con-
formance after the defects liability period in respect to any perceived 
breaches of legislative requirements.

It should be noted that non-conformity with the construction EMP as determined 
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If a complaint regarding any pollution or other environmental impact caused by 
the project is received ,when a departure from agreed\approved procedure is 
observed ,or subsequent to any self-assessment audit, formal audit or a major 
non-conformance for any of the actions outlined in the EMP, then a corrective 
Action Request should be completed and supplied to the road owner within one 
working day. 

The corrective action request should be completed and supplied to the to the road 
owner within one working day. The corrective action request should include details 
of the complaint or environmental effect, action taken to correct the problem and 
proposed measures to prevent to occurrence of a similar incident.

The road owner’s project manager should direct work to cease in the area where 
the corrective actions have been undertaken, clearance can be given for works to 
recommence. 

During the construction phase:

The contractor id responsible for carrying out corrective action resulting 
from non-conformance with the construction EMPs;

The road owner’s project manager is responsible for reviewing and au-
diting the contractor’s ESMP and issuing corrective action requests as 
appropriate; and

The regulatory agencies are responsible for enforcing corrective action 
under applicable legislation.

During the operation phase:

RTDA  is responsible for carrying out corrective action resulting from 
non-compliance with the ESMP during defects liability period;

RTDA is responsible for reviewing and auditing the contractor’s compli-
ance with the EMP and issuing corrective action requests as appropriate 
during the defects liability period;

Contractor is responsible for corrective action resulting from non-compli-
ance with the project managers duties in the EMP; and

The regulatory agencies are responsible for enforcing corrective action 
under applicable legislation.
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• 

The RTDA is responsible for selecting auditors for a given project. If the tender 
requires a national consultant, the consultant should be registered as lead 
or associate Expert under Rwanda Association of environmental Practioners 
(RAPEP). International Consultants will be required to present registration 

environmental and social audit will have extensive experience in Environmental 
and Social management in transports infrastructures. 

RTDA’s staff in a support role as “on the job training” should be encouraged.

• Audit schedule

The project manager, in conjunction with the Environmental and Social Specialists 
assigned to the project under audit, will be responsible for the development and 
implementation of the Environmental Audit Schedule. The schedule should be 
developed on a project-by-project basis and integrated with the Contractor’s 
detailed construction task schedule. In this way, the high-risk construction impact 
activities may be targeted and integrated with mandatory hold points. This should 

improved environmental outcomes.

4.8. Safety audit Procedures 

Safety Audit in transport infrastructures is a systematic process for checking the 
safety implications of infrastructures improvements and new infrastructures. The 
sole objective of the process is to minimise future transport accident occurrence 
and severity once the scheme has been built and infrastructure  comes into use. 
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There are four different stages of a Road Safety Audit each forming their own 
independent report but with reference to earlier stages, with each stage detailed 
below:-

Stage 1
Completion 
of preliminary 
design

Safety Audits are undertaken at the completion of preliminary 
design and normally before planning consent is granted, as this 
is usually the last occasion at which land requirements may 
be increased and the basic design principles can be altered. At 
Safety Audit Stage 1 all team members shall visit site together 
and examine the existing layout or features and where the new 
scheme ties into the existing one.

Stage 2
Completion of 
detailed design 
(or combined 
Stage 1 and 2):

Safety Audits are undertaken at completion of the  detailed 
design  stage of the works. The Audit Team will be able to 
consider issues such as the layout of junctions, position of 
signs, carriageway markings, lighting provision and other issues. 
At the Road Safety Audit Stage 2 all team members shall visit 
together and examine the existing highway layout or features 
and where the new highway improvement scheme ties into the 
existing highway

Stage 3
Completion of 
construction:

Audit should be undertaken when the Improvement Scheme 
or new infrastructure is substantially complete and preferably 
before the works are open to users. The Audit Team will examine 
the scheme site during daylight and during the hours of darkness 

For Stage 3 Safety Audits it is a mandatory requirement for the 
Audit Team Leader to invite representatives of the Police and 
Maintaining Authority to accompany the Audit Team on the site 
visit, to allow them to participate and offer their views.

Stage 4
Post opening 
monitoring

should be undertaken of the personal injury incidents that 
have occurred, so that any new patterns or trends that may be 

taken where necessary. Stage 4 monitoring reports shall be 
prepared using 12 months of incident data from the time the 
scheme became operational. The incident and accidents 
records shall be analyzed in detail to identify:

µ Higher than anticipated numbers of incidents that 
have occurred since the scheme became operational 
compared to control data;

µ Locations at which incidents have occurred;

µ Incidents that appear to arise from similar causes or 
show common factors or trends.
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4.9. Roles and responsibility in E&S Management for   
   Transport Projects

Environmental and social assessment and management in transport sector 
requires a coordinated effort from different stakeholders. The next table provide 
key stakeholder and their roles and responsibility. 

Table 6: Roles and responsibility in E&S Management for Transport Projects

Institution Roles and Responsibility

RTDA RTDA is the  lead authority and key responsibilities include but not 
limited to:

- issues directions on the scope of the environmental assessment

- review and approve E&S instruments;

- hiring and paying E&S Consultant. 

- responsible for the environmental and social monitoring of the ac-
tivities transport projects

- 
the management and implementation of projects, and supervising 
the implementation of sub-projects, including the implementation 
of safeguards activities.

- 

- Accountable for adherence to the Grievance Management Proce-
dure and ensuring the Procedure remains effective;

- Strengthen capacity of transport project staff, contractors, consul-
tants, districts and local communities 

REMA - Oversight the E&S  monitoring for all project activities that have 
potential impacts on the environment in Rwanda.

-  Undertake periodic monitoring of the investment projects by mak-
ing regular site inspection visits to determine compliance with the 
investment projects ESIAs approved and;

- Review submitted annual audit reports submitted for each invest-
ment project annually as required by Organic Law as a way of 
monitoring
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Rwanda 
Development 
Board (RDB)

- Receive and register ESIA Applications (Project Briefs) submitted 
by developers;

- Identify relevant Lead Agencies to review Project Briefs and 
provide necessary input during screening,

- 
screening stage,

- Transmit Project Briefs to relevant Lead Agencies and concerned 
Local Governments to provide input on Terms Of Reference (ToR),

- Publicize Project Briefs and collect public comments during 
development of ToR,

- Receive ESIA documents submitted by a developer and verify that 
they are complete, 

- Transmit copy of ESIA Reports to relevant Lead Agencies, Local 
Governments and Communities to review and make comments,

- Review ESIA reports and make decision on approval, organize 

chair public hearings, receive public comments and compile public 
hearing reports,

- Appoint the Technical Committee and its representative to the 
Technical Committee,

- Forward ESIA Documents (ESIA Report, Environment Monitoring 
Plan and Public Hearing Report) to the Technical Committee, 

- 
approval of a project, 

- Communicate decision on whether or not a proposed project is 
approved, 

- 
projects are approved. 

 RLMUA, RWRB, 
Mining Board

- 
their jurisdiction. 

-  provide licenses, permits, approvals or leases, knowledge of their 
requirements 

Contractor and 
Consultants 
(when on board)

- Preparation of Environmental and Social instruments and 
submission for approval and clearance after RTDA approval 

- Implements Environmental and Social management Plans
- Prepares and implement Construct its management plan and 

report the RTDA
- Collaborate with Project lead agency and PIU and GRC at all levels 

of GRM especially for grievances emanating from project design, 
procurement, assets inventory and valuation, construction and 
commissioning. 

- Attending community mobilization sessions on GRM and 
safeguards awareness 
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District 
Administration

- At the request of RDB, review Project Briefs so as to advise on 
Terms of Reference,

- Provide information or advice to developers and ESIA Experts 
when consulted during ESIA process,

- At the request of RDB, review ESIA reports and provide comments 
to RDB,

- Assist RDB in organizing public hearings,
- Host public hearings,
- Compliance monitoring 
- Host individual consultations,
- Gather written comments from public and transmit them to RDB.
- 
- Plan and complaints resolutions
- Register and approve the expropriation projects;
- Facilitate the project during mobilization or sensitization of the 

local communities; compensation exercise; grievance resolution 
and monitoring of resettlement activities.

Sector /Cell - Participate in land acquisition process 
- Receives and mediates grievances, complaints and concerns 

presented to them 
- Forwards unresolved grievances to the district GRC

Affected and 
interested parties 

- They reflect a range of values that should be included in the 
scoping process and they can provide useful information to 
improve the effectiveness of this process

- Play a major role in identifying issues and ensuring that local 
knowledge and values are understood.

- Participate when choosing between alternatives, in deciding on 
the importance of issues, and in framing mitigating measures, 
compensation provisions and management plans. 

Local Community Attending community mobilization sessions on GRM and safeguards 
awareness
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